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Practical training of the learners and trainees, as well as the professional development and growth of 

the staff are the priorities set by Ida-Virumaa Vocational Education Centre.  We have set the task to 

be trainee-focused and we wish to study the best practices. The HR policy at IVVEC supports 

learning both in Estonia and abroad. Our staff members analyze their work at the end of a school-

year and plan their learning activities according to their needs. Traditionally individual meetings are 

held by the school administration with each of the staff, where they discuss the plans and needs for 

retraining and advancement. A training program is made up at IVVEC every school-year. The 

participation of the staff in EU mobilities is supported by the school administration. IVVEC has long-

term international experience in organizing mobilities for both staff and learners.   

The objective of the project is to implement a two-year project of high-quality mobilities which will 

enable the learners and staff of IVVEC to be more competitive. Both in Estonia and abroad the 

Centre will be positioned as one offering the best learning conditions to students and supporting the 

professional growth of its staff. Besides, the international cooperation grows more active.       

The learners, participating in the project, are the best second- and third-year students in 2017/2018 

and 2018/2019 academic years in the following vocations: multimedia, junior software developers, 

IT system specialist, chef, pastry-chef, tourism management, carpenter, welder, machine-tool worker, 

electrician, auto technician, mechatronic, automatic, finishing works in construction, hair-dresser, 

logistics. 82 trainees are placed for practice at enterprises, 21 trainees – at VET schools and 35 VET 

workers will go learning / job-shadowing at the partner schools and companies. The partners for this 

project are in the following states: Latvia, Lithuania, Finland, Sweden, the UK, Hungary, Germany, 

Portugal, France, Austria, Spain and Slovenia. IVVEC has cooperated with most of the partners for 

many years.    



 

The preparation of the project has been carried out by a project team who has worked very closely 

and intensively with the partner organizations. The project application has been prepared in 

cooperation with the partners and the mobilities have been planned in accordance with their best 

learning conditions. 

Thorough planning definitely serves a solid ground for successful project implementation. If funding 

granted, the project management team will be made up to implement the project in cooperation with 

the partners. The selection of the best candidates is carried out in accordance with the special 

procedure adopted at IVVEC. The staff members have already expressed their wish to study abroad. 

All the activities are documented which also guarantees the project implementation in case of 

unexpected changes in the project management team. 

The opportunity to undertake independently a training placement abroad for students who come to 

study at IVVEC after both basic and secondary schools, enables them to grow more competitive both 

in Estonian and European job markets and gain more foreign language skills. The opportunity to have 

a practice placement abroad motivates the first- and second-year students to study harder. The 

knowledge and skills of the participating staff grows as well as their competence in advancing the 

apprenticeship system at IVVEC, which definitely have positive effect on the learners' motivation to 

study and reducing the drop-out rate.  Being abroad the participants have a great opportunity to get 

acquainted with foreign culture which brings to higher tolerance and respect towards it.    

All the mobility participants are issued a Europass Mobility and all the learning outcomes and 

assessments in different learning environments are taken into account and properly registered at 

IVVEC. 

The successful international projects and their implementation make vocational education more 

popular in the region, creates a solid ground to raise the quality of education and attract more basic 

school graduates to study at IVVEC. According to the youth who enter IVVEC to study, as well as 

their parents, the opportunity to practice abroad is of utmost importance. The staff also highly 

estimates the opportunity to learn from colleagues at partner schools.    

We adhere to the principles of Skills Year 2017: value the skills, mastery, vocational education and 

lifelong learning. We appreciate the skills that help us to adapt in a rapidly changing world and have 

successful career. 

 

Gipfelhaus Magdalensberg - Familie Skorainz 
 

Magdalensberg 16, 9064 Magdalensberg, Austria 



 

http://www.magdalensberg.com 
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Bäckerei Stocklauser GmbH 

Marktstraße 12, 9344 Weitensfeld im Gurktal  

https://d.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2751743894866191&id=1000009
18238428&_rdr#2753790997994814  
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4* Wellnessresort Amerika-

Holzer am See, Familie Sammer 
Am See XI, 9122 St. Kanzian 

Österreich 

https://www.amerika-holzer.at/   
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